20 Awesome Facts About LinkedIn – 2012 Edition

- LinkedIn has over 175 million members as of October 16, 2012. To put this in perspective, LinkedIn had 32 million members in January of 2009 Tweet This Stat!
- Users are joining LinkedIn at 2 members per second Tweet This Stat!
- LinkedIn added 50 million members in 2011 alone. It took them 6 years to add their first 50 million users! Tweet This Stat!
- The United Kingdom and Brazil are tied for third place as the largest countries on LinkedIn. Brazil just hit 10 members. India is second place while the United States is number one Tweet This Stat!
- LinkedIn is expecting to reach 5 billion professional searches in 2012 Tweet This Stat!
- There are over 1 million groups on LinkedIn. These groups contain between 2 and 250,000 members Tweet This Stat!
- The mobile version of LinkedIn is it’s fastest growing service Tweet This Stat!
- The LinkedIn mobile app had 12 options in 2011 and approximately 1 million users. In 2012, LinkedIn cut the number of options down to 4 and they saw an increase in the number of users from 10% to 23% Tweet This Stat!
- There are over 28 people searched on the mobile app per second Tweet This Stat!
- Over 75,000 developers are using LinkedIn's API’s in their own products and services Tweet This Stat!
- LinkedIn gets over 2 billion network updates viewed weekly Tweet This Stat!
- There are over 175 thousand new LinkedIn profiles created every day Tweet This Stat!
- There was 3 billion searches on LinkedIn as of September, 2012 Tweet This Stat!
- Over 25 million LinkedIn profiles are viewed every day Tweet This Stat!
- There are over 2 million LinkedIn Company Pages on LinkedIn Tweet This Stat!
- Over 1 million publishers have implemented the LinkedIn share button on their sites Tweet This Stat!
- Recently, 150 thought leaders were requested to create articles for LinkedIn on various topics. These individuals consisted of 1 Nobel Prize Winner, members with over 2 million followers, 1 McArthur Genius, 29 New York Times best seller book authors, all from 11 countries Tweet This Stat!
- There are over 10 million endorsements provided on LinkedIn everyday Tweet This Stat!
- The new LinkedIn homepage has been rolled out to over 175 million users Tweet This Stat!
- There has been over 200% more social interactions since the LinkedIn homepage was redesigned Tweet This Stat!